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About Us
Founded by two of the most respected names in the Sri Lankan 
travel industry with a collective 40 years of experience and 
dedicated services  towards the clients, we take thorough and a 
full approach in crafting and building tailor-made holidays for any 
type of our clients. When it comes to our approach, we are proud 
to say we are different from an average tour operator or a travel 
agent, as we offer something a little more special. 

From city breaks and family holidays to honeymoons and couples’ 
getaways to more complex trips, such as Sports Tours, Adventure 
trips & Medical holidays we have a dedicated team of travel 
experts who are here to give our clients the inside track on the best 
locations, hotels, and activities to match their requirements. The 
ethos of Tripavi is to provide our clients with exceptional customer 
service and a holiday that surpasses their expectations. As a 
result, they return to us year after year and recommend us to 
others.

Ajit Benjamin
Chairman 

Hiran Gunasekera
Managing Director
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Vision

Mission

To be the most trusted DMC for our partner 
agents & travellers touring Sri Lanka on 
holidays, Business, Medical & Sports tours.

To provide the maximum of benefits to our 
customers by providing quality driven and 
professional services which will enhance each 
and every traveler’s journey towards an unfor-
gettable experience
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Our Team
We at Tripavi believe that the people behind a company are as important as the 
company itself. Tripavi comprises of a team who are known for their expertise in the 
field of travel and tourism. With the more senior and experienced team members 
guiding the newcomers, we at Tripavi make sure we offer the best standards of 
service. A quick chat with any one of our travel consultants will help you understand 
why we are your go-to “Destination Management Company” for your travel needs. 
Put your faith in Tripavi to help you plan your most memorable holiday.
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-

Strengths
We are one of the primary tour management companies which were registered and certified as 
a safe and secure travel company, this means that when the airport opened for commercial 
purposes, among the few who could bring down tourists to Sri Lanka is Tripavi. This certification 
was awarded after much careful auditing process by KPMG & Sri Lanka Tourism Development 
Authority.
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Colombo

Anuradhapura

Kalpitiya

Wilpattu

Trincomalee

Pasikuda

Arugam Bay
Hatton

Sinharaja

Nuwara Eliya

Yala

Galle

Bentota

Mirissa

Tangalle

Jaffna

Kandy

Sigiriya

Our other strengths include a very well 
detail-oriented website with listed 
profiles of over 180 hotels and 18 round 
tours. www.tripavi.com
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Tripavi is a mix of a competent field team members who goes 
above and beyond to ensure the best for you while on tour and 
we are armed with a fleet that has a finer selection of registered 
vehicles offering a grander choice for our clients.

While having a complete profile of experiences and dedicated 
service and also the attention to detail we ensure that our team 
in field as well as in operations attends to the best in terms of 
what we offer to the clients.
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Tailor Made Tours Sri Lanka

-

-

With a team of dedicated travel consultants, we offer tailor-made holidays in Sri 
Lanka giving our clients the freedom and flexibility with added bonus of being able 
to tap into Tripavi’s specialized knowledge and ground support. Our Sri Lanka based 
expert can provide advice on vast and varied and help create you the best holiday 
may it be in Sri Lanka, Maldives or sports tours abroad. These tours are very popular 
among high spending families, couples and senior travellers who would like more 
luxury, space & fun filled activities around Sri Lanka.
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We Also Offer

-

Tripavi also has a wide variety of additional features such as event management, 
the events can be your private events of weddings, celebrating occasions, a 
felicitation, a gratitude marker, an enchanting drinks and music through the night or 
an event that follows after a sport gathering, conference and outbound tour 
management.

 We Organize sports tours away from Sri Lanka for schools, Club and Universities  
 to countries as South Africa, Malaysia and UK on sports tours

 Tripavi also has a wide portfolio of destination management services in      
 Maldives; we handle the total booking sphere of a full vacation in Maldives.
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Our outbound destinations

South Africa

England

Malaysia India

Maldives
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We have also embarked on a less touched area of 
medical tourism, mixing together the best of holidays 
and your medical treatments done at one of Colombo’s 
leading medical facilities of your choice. We help plan 
the process from zero to healing.
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Our Values
The company upholds the following values and specialties as a guideline to 
its operation and business transactions:

 Commitment to our clients

 Professionalism in our field with highly trained travel consultants 

  Flexibility / Adaptability

 Social Responsibility to reduce carbon footprint through reducing
 single use plastics 

 Working with the local community to develop tourism even from
 the rural areas Sri Lanka

Primary contact   Hiran Gunasekera
   Managing Director
   +94 777 123 729    
   info@tripavi.com hiran@tripavi.com 
   
     
Address   No.102 1/1,
   Templers Road,    
   Mount Lavinia.    
   
  
Telephone  +94 112 712 100    
     
Type of Organization Limited Company    
     
  
Type of Business Destination Management Company

www.tripavi.com

tripavidmc

Tripavi1

tripavi_holidays

Tripavi Sri Lanka

company/tripavi-dmc

TripAdvisor
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